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Abstract

The ERP journey has taken us beyond implementation, into the second wave of ERP. One interesting question in this second wave is how the ERP system is managed and what role the ERP system plays in the organization after some years of implementation. These questions are addressed in this paper. In our research of 20 case-studies we found certain similarities and differences in the patterns which coalesced around three alternatives in the way organizations approach the managing of ERP in the second wave. We describe these archetypes, which we call the Calculators, the Co-players and the Drivers, and we present illustrative cases of each of the archetypes. The archetypes are believed to play an important role in conveying the essential differences existing in alternative ways in which organizations manage their ERP system during the second wave.
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1. Introduction

Few IT innovations have had as much impact on organizations the past years as Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems. An ERP system is a standardized software package designed to integrate the data used throughout the entire organization (Davenport, 1998). Today, virtually every major private organization has implemented one or more ERP systems. It is estimated that during recent years organizations worldwide have annually spent around US$18.3 billion on ERP (Shanks et al., 2003). A recent Danish study revealed that around 90% of the 500 largest enterprises in Denmark have implemented an ERP system (Møller et al. 2003).

Many organizations are now taking the next step on their ERP journey. This journey is often described in terms of waves (Shank et al. 2003; Willis and Willis-Brown, 2002). The first ERP wave includes the acquisition, configuration and implementation of the ERP system, along with changes inflicted on the organization after going live with the ERP system for the first time. The second wave includes making continuous improvements and maximising the benefits from ERP. In the last decade research into the first wave has been intensive, and we now know how to implement the systems, what critical success factors we have to be aware of, and how the ERP change the organization right after going live. Research into the second wave and how to manage these systems have however been scarce. Research into ERP has a clear message (Ross and Vitale, 2000; Marcus and Tannis, 2000; Pui et al., 2002; Rikhardsson and Kræmmergaard, 2006) these systems have to be managed,
beyond the traditional bounds of the go-live and stabilization phase to reap the true value of the system. However, the question remains, how this is done. In the research reported in this paper we set out to gain an understanding of how ERP systems are managed during the second wave. To do this we adopted a multiple case study approach. During the last ten years one of the authors have conducted more than 20 in-depth case studies (which are used in this paper) about the implementation and use of ERP systems in organizations, and further we have during the last year conducted 7 in-depth case studies in 7 different organizations. During the analysis of our data we found out, not surprisingly, that organizations managed their ERP systems quite differently. However, at the same time we found certain similarities and differences in the patterns concerning the way in which organizations manage their ERP systems during the second wave. We describe these three alternative approaches in terms of archetypes, discussing each one through an individual case study (as done by Hirschheim and Lacity, 2000). It should be noted that the archetypes are neither as clear nor as animated as they seem. There is overlap and their differences are overstated for the purpose of effect. They are highly simplified but powerful conceptions of an ideal type. The archetypes are believed to play an important role in conveying the essential differences that exist in the alternative ways in which organizations manage their ERP systems.

After this introduction the theoretical background is presented and discussed in relation to managing ERP systems during the second wave. Furthermore, for the understanding of the archetypes, theory from the Information Systems field (IS) is presented with the aim of providing the reader with conceptual understanding of the description of the archetypes. In the third section the three archetypes are presented, whereas the next section discusses the implication of the different archetypes and finally a conclusion is drawn and a suggestion for further research is outlined.

2. Background

Organizations' experience with ERP systems has been studied quite extensively during the last decade. Ross and Vitale (2001) describe organization's experience with ERP systems as moving through different phases. They argue that after the stabilization phase, the organization will add new functionalities and new modules or bolt-ons to the ERP system from third part vendors in the continuous improvement phase, whereafter the organization will transform itself. Marcus and Tanis (2000) also describe the organization's experience with ERP systems as moving through several (rather similar) phases; chartering, the project, shake-down (identical with Ross and Vitale's stabilizing phase) and On-ward and Up-ward. Unlike Ross and Vitale (2001) who assume that the organization will transform itself, Markus and Tanis (2000) regard their stage model as iterative. Organizations may recycle through the phases when they undertake major upgrades and/or replacements of their ERP systems. Other researchers who talk about different phases in ERP systems are Willis and Willis-Brown (2002). The first phase is the period before the ERP systems go live, the second phase begins with stabilizing the ERP system, followed by adding functionalities and re-engineering, and finally extending and integrating. They all agree on the existence and importance of the stages after stabilization, and research into the first and second wave has a clear message: these systems cause extensive organizational changes and have the ability to transform a business, but only if the organization is able to integrate the activities (Markus et al., 2003; Ross et al., 2003;
Davenport et al., 2004a; Davenport et al., 2004b; Dillard et al., 2005; Rikhardsson et al., 2006).

Table 1. Characteristics of the Rationalized Architecture Stage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rationalized Data Architecture</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>IT Capability</strong></td>
<td>IT focused on wiring core processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Key Management Innovation</strong></td>
<td>Recognizing the essence of the business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business Case for IT</strong></td>
<td>Improved business performance; integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Locus of control</strong></td>
<td>Senior Management, IT, and process leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Key Governance Issues</strong></td>
<td>Determine core processes and funding priorities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Business, process and data integration and standardization of business processes are often mentioned as the main organizational changes in relation to ERP implementations (Rikhardsson and Kræmmergaard, 2006). The standardization and integration of data and processes are the characteristics in what Ross (2004) call the “Rationalized Data Architecture Stage”. The characteristics of this stage are outlined in Table 1.

Ross (2003) argues that organizations move through different stages of IT architecture and describe four such phases: The Application Silo, Standardized Technology, Rationalized Data and Modular Architecture. In the application silo the architecture consists of individual applications for the individual needs of the different business unit’s. In the standardized technology architecture the architecture becomes enterprise-wide and provides efficiencies through technology standardization and, in most cases, centralization. In the rationalized data architecture the organization has an enterprise-wide IT architecture, which is now expanded to include standardization of data and processes as well. In the last stages, the modular architecture, the architecture builds onto enterprise-wide global standards with loosely coupled applications, data and technology components, to preserve the global standards while enabling local differences. Today there are still some technical difficulties in

---

1 IT architecture is defined by Ross (2004, p.2) as “the organizing logic for applications, data and infrastructure technologies, as captured in a set of policies and technical choices, intended to enable the firm’s business strategy”
obtaining a total modular platform, but the increase in web services and other similar technologies are helping organizations to near the modular stage. The stages differ in the logical design of their applications, the data, the infrastructure, and IT capabilities they need. Ross claims that firms can generate significant business values at each stage, when they capitalize on the architecture’s benefits, and that companies that skip or rush through stages will often experience the benefits being delayed or back-pedalling to acquire the missing competencies.

ERP systems are said to integrate data and standardize business processes, which are identical to the primary objective of the “Rationalized Data Architecture” stage. The integration and standardization of processes create a strong platform since the business processes are homogeneous across the organization. At the same time some companies and business leaders had expressed discontent with the rigid structure the integration and standardization have resulted in, and discontent with the difficulties in making changes and local customization. Expressions like, “it is like cement” are often heard.

The benefits from implementing an ERP system and the “Rationalized Data Architecture” stage seem obvious to the organization, but we question rather the characteristics from this stage and whether the implementation becomes institutionalized in organizations just by implementing an ERP system. We know from earlier studies about implementation of ERP systems that they are not to be viewed as deterministic technologies (Boudreau and Robey, 1999) and that ERP systems can be understood as an actor (Kræmmegaard, 2000; Hanseth and Braa, 1998). Therefore it can be expected that other characteristics than the ones Ross (2004) presents as characterizing the “rationalized architecture stages” can be expected in organizations using ERP systems.

To be able to get the full potential out of the ERP system, the system must constantly be aligned with the business strategy (Kræmmergaard and Kock, 2002) but how is this done, and the next question then becomes, what should “drive” the business development, the ERP system or the business strategy.

Strategic alignment means “applying IT in an appropriated and timely way, in harmony with business strategies, goals and needs” (Luftman and McLean, 2004, p. 90) and is not to be seen as an event but should be understood as a journey (Henderson and Venkatraman, 1999; Hirschheim and Sabherwal, 2001). Strategic alignment is believed to improve performance and has been the number one concern for CIO for many years (Sabherwal and Chan 2001; Bergeron et al., 2004; Luftman and McLean, 2004).

There are several studies concerned with the alignment of business and IT (Henderson and Venkatraman 1999, Reich and Benbasat 2000; Hirschheim and Sabherwal 2001, Sabherwal et al., 2001, Sabherwal and Chan 2001). This paper uses the model presented by Henderson and Venkatraman (1999) called the Strategic Alignment Model (SAM). Although it is an old model and the article has been reprinted and is still one of the most referred articles in the alignment literature. The model consists of four domains: Business strategy, IT strategy, organizational infrastructure and processes, and IS infrastructure and processes. The two first domains (shown in the upper part of figure 1) have an external focus, and the last two (the bottom of Figure 1) are focused on the internal part of the organization. In each of the external domains there are three components; scope, competencies and governance. In the internal domains, the components are; architecture, processes and skills.
Figure 1. Strategic alignment model (Henderson and Venkatraman, 1999)

Henderson and Venkatraman (1999) acknowledge that alignment cannot be achieved only by looking at the internal or the external domains. A change in one domain will affect at least two of the others. They present four different perspectives of alignment (Table 2). The changing domain is called the Anchor or Driver domain. The change affects one of the domains next to it, called the Pivot domain, and finally the change has implication for an opposite domain called the Impact domain.

Table 2. Perspectives of alignment (Henderson and Venkatraman, 1999)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anchor eller Driver</th>
<th>Strategy execution</th>
<th>Technology transformation</th>
<th>Competitive potential</th>
<th>Service level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business strategy</td>
<td>Business strategy</td>
<td>IT strategy</td>
<td>IT strategy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational infrastructure and processes</td>
<td>IT strategy</td>
<td>Business strategy</td>
<td>IS infrastructure and processes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS infrastructure and processes</td>
<td>IS infrastructure and processes</td>
<td>Organizational infrastructure and processes</td>
<td>Organizational infrastructure and processes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Henderson and Venkatraman (1999) stress that an organisation does not choose one and only one perspective, but follows one perspective while being aware of the others. Since a change in e.g. the IS processes caused by the ERP might effect some of the business processes, it will not automatically make the business processes the impact domain.

A large part of the choice of alignment perspective is based on strategies, business as well as IS. Miles and Snow (1978) identified three different business strategies; defenders, prospectors, and analyzers. Sabherwal and Chan (2001) and Hirschheim and Sabherwal (2001) described the alignment between these strategies and IS strategies. The defenders are the most stable; they offer high quality products or services at low prices. They seek operational efficiency and economies of scale. The investments are highly cost efficient but with few core technologies. The defenders do not search outside their domain for new opportunities, and rarely make adjustments in structure and technology. According to Sabherwal and Chan (2001) the defenders should follow an IS for efficiency strategy, where the IS is used to support the business. The prospectors constantly seek new products/market opportunities. They invest heavily in product R&D to emphasize innovation. The prospectors have an IS for flexibility strategy that seeks flexible technology and uses an organic organization structure, but it often lacks control and low operational efficiency. The analyzers combine the strengths of the two other types. They seek to minimize risk while maximizing opportunities for growth. The analyzers have a stable product core, but like the prospectors they seek new products and markets. They usually have a matrix organization structure, and a dual technological core, with stable and flexible components. Therefore analyzers have an IS for comprehensiveness strategy.

After this theoretical background the reader should have the conceptual understanding necessary to understand the characteristics of the three archetypes presented in the following section.

3. Three archetypes for managing ERP systems

Through our research we identified three archetypes for managing ERP, which we have named: The Calculators, the Co-players and the Drivers. The names of the archetypes are as neutral as possible, since the purpose of this paper is “only” to present them and not to evaluate if one of them is superior. The archetypes are presented in table 3 and below the characteristic of each of the archetypes are described, followed by an illustrative case.

3.1 The Calculators

The calculators are in the standardised technology phase; they have technology standards which reduce the number of management systems and are thereby reducing the cost of IT. This is in harmony with their IS strategy. They have one ERP vendor, and some other legacy systems. Their main problem is that data are embedded in the individual applications and therefore not integrated between all of the systems. Further it helps the calculators to make decisions regarding new technology.

The calculators are in the stabilizing phase, they have finished the implementation of the ERP, but it is not embedded in the organization yet.
Table 3. Archetypes for ERP management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>The Calculators</th>
<th>The Co-players</th>
<th>The Drivers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Architecture</strong></td>
<td>Standardized technology</td>
<td>Rationalized data</td>
<td>Modular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vendor Selection</strong></td>
<td>Close collaboration with the ERP vendor and use of external consultants</td>
<td>Single ERP vendor</td>
<td>Best-of-breed both in relation to ERP vendor and use of business consultants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phase focus</strong></td>
<td>Stabilizing</td>
<td>Continuous improvement</td>
<td>Transformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IS strategy</strong></td>
<td>IS for efficiency</td>
<td>IS for comprehensiveness</td>
<td>IS for flexibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alignment perspective and Anchor</strong></td>
<td>Strategy execution and business Strategy</td>
<td>Technology transformation and business strategy</td>
<td>Competitive potential – IS strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organizing the IS-function</strong></td>
<td>IS function is a sub-function with limited ERP competence</td>
<td>The IS function is a department with its own manager and extensive ERP in-house competences</td>
<td>The IS function is a department with its own director, and extensive business competences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Managerial support</strong></td>
<td>Lack of managerial support</td>
<td>Satisfied level of managerial support</td>
<td>Satisfied level of managerial support and opportunity of effecting the strategy planning and execution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>View of the ERP system</strong></td>
<td>Project</td>
<td>Journey</td>
<td>Journey</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The calculators are typically a bit conservative or in financial trouble and follow the defender strategy. They use their ERP to improve efficiency, but do not seek a competitive advantage from the ERP. Their alignment perspective follows the strategy execution, which means that the ERP is to support the business. The Business strategy has been articulated and is the anchor domain and thereby the driver of the organizational design (pivot) and the IS processes (Impact). A change in the business strategy will therefore result in changes in the organizational design, forcing the ERP to adapt to these changes.

There is little involvement from the leaders in order to ensure that the ERP is fully embedded in the organization. They see the IT as an extra cost of doing business, a cost that has to be reduced as much as possible. The employees have only got little responsibility towards the systems as well, they feel that it is the job of the IS function
to make sure that data are in order and systems are aligned with business processes.
The IS function is most likely a subfunction to another department, and because of
the view of the use of ERP as a project, that ends after the implementation, the
calculators use external ERP consultants, since they do not want to spend resources
on keeping the ERP competencies in-house.

3.1.1 Case: Alpha

Alpha is a Danish manufacturing organization with both domestic and foreign
production plants in addition to sales subsidiaries abroad. From the early 1980s until
1995 the organization experienced a tremendous growth both in turnover and
number of employees. During the summer of 1995, Alpha received increasing
numbers of customer complaints about products, so they started an ERP project in
Alpha chose one ERP vendor in order to create one platform for the entire
organization. However, they did not achieve full data integration, since some
employees in the production were using the old systems, and others were keying in
the data wrong.
After going live Alpha suffered some financial problems, which forced them to adopt
the defender strategy. They needed to cut cost and this affected their use of ERP.
This led them to an IS for efficiency strategy where there were only resources for the
IS investments, that were necessary to support the business strategy and processes.
In Alpha the IT department is placed below the economy CIO, and no direct
connection exists between the IT manager and the CEO. The IT manager does not
feel that he has any influence on the business strategy. At Alpha the attention to the
ERP shifted after a normal operation were reached, and the people involved in the
implementation project group, who had gained a superior knowledge about the ERP
system and business processes, went back to their ordinary functions within the
organization. The implementation of the ERP system had been organized as a
project, and after the stabilization the project organization was disbanded. Later on
many of the people with the superior ERP knowledge left the company, resulting in a
loss of ERP competencies.

3.2 The Co-players

The co-players use the ERP as an information management system to rationalize
data into shared databases, and to integrate the core processes. The co-players
have one ERP vendor and use that system to support all business processes. This
helps the decision-making about future investments and also improves the
infrastructure of the organization. By doing this they shift to the rationalized data
stage. The co-players have finished the implementation of ERP and are now in the
stage of extending and integration, adding new modules and functions to the system.
Co-players’ business is based on core products, but they still seek new markets and
products, making them analysers. In order to follow their business strategy, they
adapt the IS strategy, IS for comprehensiveness, where the ERP supports the
existing business operations, and helps identify and utilize opportunities in the
market.
Although the business strategy is still in focus, the IS strategy is having more effect.
The Business strategy (anchor) is the driver, but the IS processes (impact) are now
changed through the IS strategy (Pivot). The effect of this is a close collaboration
between the IS manager and the CEO. The IS function follows the ERP vendor and looks for opportunities in new processes and modules. The co-players realise the business potential in IS, therefore the ERP has full support from the CIO. In order to realise the full benefits of the ERP, the co-players focus on maintaining the knowledge that are generated during and after the implementation, within the organization, this is done by building in-house ERP competencies. The co-players see the ERP as a new player in the organization, instead of one ending after the implementation. It needs actor status and its own management.

3.2.1 Case Beta

The company of Beta was founded in the late 19th century, today they are represented in more than 60 countries and all their divisions are working with development and production of semi-raw materials, which are used in several larger companies. Their strategy is to develop their core business by exploiting the full potential of the current business segment; this is done through innovation and value creation.

During 1999 Beta realised that their current IT systems had an apparent shortage compared to the development in the digital market, so they decided to implement a new ERP system. They use one system for everything, as they say, "it is in the ERP all of it". This is a strategic choice, where Beta benefit from all the extra technology provided by the vendor.

"There is a lot of benefit by choosing a standard system; you are constantly given new technology you can add to the system"

Today the system is well integrated in Beta, and all data have to be registered in the ERP in order to be validated. The successful implementation and use, have caused that all implementation goals have been achieved and have created a fast ROI. The ERP has a large influence on their overall business, as they say,

"We are in a situation today, where IT and ERP is part of setting the business strategy and the opportunities in it"

This shows the close alignment between IT and business strategy.

In Beta they focused on maintaining the knowledge, which was generated during and after the implementation, therefore almost only internal consultants were working on the ERP. The CEO sees the importance of the ERP and that ERP is not a project ending with the implementation.

3.3 The Drivers

The drivers are trying to reach the modular architecture stage, which allows them to choose several different ERP vendors, because of a wired business core. This further allows the drivers to choose new ERP modules and functionalities that fit best with that part of the organization, regardless of vendor - the best-of-breed - while still maintaining a solid core. So the drivers do not have a single ERP vendor, instead they look for the potential ones for the different solutions on the market.

The drivers are still adding modules to the ERP but are also using the system to transform the organization. This is done by creating closer links to customers and suppliers, through the use of ERP.

The drivers are searching for new products and new markets as a part of the prospector strategy. In order to do this they need a flexible IS strategy. The drivers see the IS as a potential competitive advantage. And the IS strategy is a large part of the business and it is therefore possible to talk about IS strategy as the anchor
domain which is affecting the business strategy (pivot) and through this, the processes of the organization (impact). This means that opportunities in the ERP, like new modules, could affect the business strategy and thereby the organizational processes in the organization.

The IS function is a department with its own director, with a close collaboration with the CEO; this ensures the influence on the business strategy. The department has extensive ERP and business competences, since it needs knowledge about the system as well as the business. But even though trying to keep competencies in-house, this is not done at any cost. A selective sourcing is used, meaning that if something is valued not to be a core competence, then it is outsourced.

The drivers see the use of ERP as a journey and is constantly looking for new opportunities from the software vendors, not only the ones that they are already using, but all potential vendors in the market.

### 3.3.1 Case Gamma

The Gamma company was founded in the middle of the 1920s. They expanded during the 1950s, and today they are a worldwide competitor. They develop, produce, and promote electronic products. Their strategy is to increase turnover by delivering the products the market demands, and with their unique quality.

In order to realise the strategy, they need flexible IT systems. The IS is to support the business strategy, by collaborating with the entire value chain, internally and externally. Doing this Gamma see IS as giving a competitive advantage, as they say, “You won’t get ahead of the others by running after them, so you get beyond just by using a standard system.”

Gamma started their ERP journey in 1996, and the first module of the ERP went live at the beginning of 1998, but because of the complexity of the production module this was not implemented until the fall of 1999.

In order to fulfil their strategy Gamma chose one core ERP system, however, if the primary ERP systems cannot support the needs, they just use something else, a so-called best-of-breed choice. They can do this because of their flexible strategy and wired architecture. They use one ERP core but with a lot of extended features which allows them to call web services and other processes.

Gamma run all of the ERP projects in-house, in order to keep the knowledge. Sometimes they use consultants with core competencies, but by getting them to work with their own people, they obtain new knowledge. If they do not see a business potential in a competence, then they outsource it, as they have done with the operation of their mainframe system.

The entire organization is very informal, which also reflects on the relationship with the CEO and the IT manager. The IT manager is a part of a senior management group, which refers to the board of directors.

### 5. Discussion

The presentation of the three archetypes shows that there is not a single way of managing an ERP system. How organizations choose to do this depends on their competencies in working with IS, also called IT maturity (Galliers and Sutherland, 2003) and they are getting different benefits from this. All organizations do not need to be drivers; it all depends on their strategy with the ERP. Organizations need to be aware of the competencies needed and their own level of maturity before they start
the ERP journey, and then utilize this knowledge in order to plan their use of ERP and the expected benefits and disadvantages. The organizations also need to be aware of the different attributes and thereby the benefits and disadvantages of the archetypes. This helps them to figure out what problems they might have, and what possible solutions there could be. Further it helps them to realize what is important if they wish to make changes in their attributes or even try to change towards a different archetype. This paper questions if the implementation and use of an ERP alone can make organizations reach higher stages of architecture. The calculators’ goal is to use the ERP to integrate data and processes, and thereby move to the rationalized data stage. But since they are not fully aware of the competencies required to reach this stage, they find themselves back-pedalling. So a lack in competencies might result in an organization not reaching the wanted architecture stage. We find it important to stress that in this paper there is no evaluation of the archetypes, in terms of one being better than the other, this could however be an interesting subject for further study. Even though there is no evaluation of the archetypes, there are benefits and disadvantages of all of them.

6. Conclusion

This paper has identified and presented three different archetypes of managing ERP systems during the second wave of ERP - the Calculators, the Co-players and the Drivers. Each of these was defined through the attributes: architecture, vendor selection, phase focus, IS strategy, alignment perspective, IS function, managerial support and view of the ERP system. The study showed that each of the archetypes has a different way of managing their ERP, depending on their way of doing business and their IS competencies. The definition of the archetypes constitutes a context in which we can discuss ERP management. They provide a foundation, which can be used to study different aspects of managing ERP. We consider the following areas as the most interesting regarding further research:

- The governance structure in the different archetypes. Who has the decision and input rights, and should the governance structure be different depending on the archetype?
- The process of transforming from one archetype to another. How does an organization change from a co-player to a driver?
- The transformation into the driver – or the modular stage – would it be fair to call that the third wave of ERP?
- The implementation process of the driver with a focus on how to reach the modular stage - what are the critical success factors in this transformation?
- Management of the relations involved in the different archetypes, including sourcing issues. Is the relationship with the ERP vendor different when you have a single system strategy and a best-of-breed?
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